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Hope for Model school lies in county funding
By Alice Osbourn
Staff writer
The Madison County School
Board met with President J.C.
Powell on Tuesday to discuss the
possibility of funding the university's Model School through the county school system.
Model School, which was formerly funded by the state of Kentucky
through the university's budget, is
facing an uncertain financial future.
Last year, the Council on Higher
Education ruled that laboratory
schools are not eligible for state
money, a ruling that has already
caused the closing of all other model

programs in the state.
The meeting between the
Madison County School Board and
Powell was called to discuss the implementation of an alternate method
of funding the university's lab
school; namely. House Bill 439. The
bill was proposed by Rep. Harry
Moberly and passed unanimously
by the state House and Senate laat
week. It allows "a state-supported
institution of higher education and
a county or independent school
district...to establish and operate a
center for child learning and study."
To the laboratory school and its
students, the bill means that the

school districts in this area
(Madison County, Richmond Independent and Berea Independent)
have been given permissive legislation to fund the model program
themselves. The money would come
out of the minimum foundation program, which allots so much money
per pupil.
However, it is not certain whether
the Madison County School Board
will accept the concept of HB 439.
At the meeting, many questions
were raised concerning the bill ranging from its legality to the actual
cost of its implementation.
"It's a philosophical question."

said Madison County Superintendent Russell Roberts. "Should you
use public funds to support a
private school?"
Board Chairman Frank Morrow
also raised objections to the manner
with which this matter was handled. He said that although HB 439
could have great impact on the
Madison County School system, the
first he heard of it was by reading
an anonymous letter to the editor in
the Eastern Progress. "It's a little
bit absurd to be notified in this manner." he said.
Powell maintained that he had little to do with the legislation

although when he did find out about
it, he was for it. "I didn't draft the
bill, nor ask that it be presented."
he said.
Powell proposed to the board that
official representatives from the
university and the school board
develop a proposal agreement under
HB 439 that "specifically addresses
the concerns of all parties involved."
He added that "grievances are best
worked out when people have a
chance to voice their concerns."
Powell pointed out that the Model
School has three specific purposes
that are met exclusively by the
laboratory program. One is to pro-

vide lab experience to university
students enrolled in the education
curriculum. He stressed the point
that this means primarily observation as opposed to student teaching.
Another purpose is to provide the
opportunity for research and experimentation with "innovative
educational techniques."
Finally. Powell said that Model is
a place for teachers throughout Kenlucky to observe and receive instruction in these innovative
techniques.
In addition to preserving the
(See Model. Page 10)

Thief strikes
Taco Tico
,

Morning run
Even the chilling weather Saturday morning couldn't stop the 85 joggers from competing in the 5,000 meter race. Michael Johnson, with a

hnistung time ot l b.03 minutes placed first overall in the race. Kelly Welch
placed first among the women with a time of 20:23 minutes. (Photo by
Lee Mclntosh)

By Stephanie Gerome .
News editor
A 19-year-old university student
and a 20-year-old Ohio woman have
been charged with second degree
robbery involving the holdup of the
local Taco Tico Friday. March 26.
Pamela Sue Burton, a resident of
Burnam Hall from Oxford. Ohio,
turned herself in to the Richmond
City Police Department Monday,
about 2:30 p.m. according to officer
Larry Brock of the police
department.
She was served with a warrant for
her arrest (which had been taken out
Friday nighO.processed and imediately released under a $5,000
bond - $1,500 in cash and $3,500
surety. A surety bond allows a
suspect to be released in the custody
of someone who is willing to be
responsible for their return to court.
Burton was accompanied by attorney Peter Flaherty.
Lisa M. Mosketti of Hamilton.
Ohio was arrested by the city police
Friday night at the Bonded Oil
Company service station near Shopper's Village Shopping Center after
she was reportedly seen driving a
car leaving the area of Taco Tico
shortlj after the robbery.

'Slammer' bill locked Periscope
om committee battle

Since it's April Fools Day. the editors of the Progress thought
they'd take a turn at poking fun at the newspaper. See 'People
Poke" on Page 5 for the editor's opinions of the newspaper.

By Mark Campbell
Staff writer
Senate Bill 93, the "slammer bill,"
if passed would mandate a jail
sentence for all drunk driving
violators, but at this time that is
unlikely to happen because it is being held up in the House JudiciaryCriminal Committee.
Rep. Aubrey Williams, DLouisviUe, chairman of that committee is opposed to the bill.
"The chairman overrode any considerations so that it really didn't
matter what problems we had
because he didn't want to have it
considered at all." said Harry
Moberly Jr., D-Richmond
Moberly was appointed by
Williams to head a three-person subcommittee to study the bill. The
subcommittee recommended that
the bill be approved by the whole
committee on March 22. Since then
Moberly has changed his opinion.
A discharge petition was filed on
March 24 to vote to bring the bill
out of committee. Such an act requires a constitutional majority, 51
of the 100 votes:
,
The bill only received 31 votes
with 69 House members choosing
not to vote on the measure. Moberly did not vote on the issue and no
vote is, for all practical purposes,
considered a vote against the
measure.
"I had some problems with the
mandatory days in jail," said
Moberly referring to the sentence
for first-time offenders.
"I think judges have to have the
flexibility to decide when a person
ought to spend time in jail," said
Moberly. "One person may be just
slightly intoxicated and be caught
right outside their home and have
not done anything, then another
person may be a wild driver and
have run somebody off the road."
Moberly admitted that the
Mothers Against Drunk Drivers
(MAUD) pressurs group did
pleasure him a great deal on the
issue.
"The Governor's office pushed it
to a certain extent," said Moberly.
"They had their lawyers working on
it"
Moberly also said that he had not
heard from Gov. John Y. Brown
since the bill was held up, but that
ha thought that Brown was probably not too pleased.
Senate Bill 93 is one bill Brown has

py

V

pushed. "He's not been reacting too
well to anything we've been doing,"
said Moberly.
Rep. H. Ramsey Morris Jr., DHopkinsville has filed a floor amendment to take out the mandatory
days clause in the bill Jail sentences
would be left up to the judges'
discretion and the increase in fines
would be kept as it is in House Bill
93.
Moberly doesn't think that the
amendment will be enough to get
the bill out of the committee.

"I think it's probably too late for
that," said Moberly. "I don't think
any sort of drunk driver laws will
pass this time.
"If it had been enforced very
strictly our jail (Richmond) is not
really big enough to handle all the
people," said Moberly.
With less than a week left in the
1982 sesion, about the only hope for
Senate Bill 93 to pass lies in a
special session. The governor must
call for a special session and at this
time it is not known if he will.

Local experts
discuss bill
By Shanda Pulliam
Organizations editor
It appears as though the door has
been slammed for good on Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s drunkendriving "slammer" bill.
Despite intense lobbying from
members of Mothers Against
Drunk Drivers IMADD), the group
which worked with the governor to
draw up the legislation. Senate BUI
93 apparently will not become a law
for at least two more years.
Local experts in traffic safety and
police administration generally do
not believe that the defeat of the bill
is aa earth shattering as some may
consider it to be.
"It's a good bill.' said Dr. BanJ.
Koepke. associate professor in the
university's Traffic Safety Institute, "but I don't think it's the
end of the world if it doesn't pass
The law we have is good if the
courts do a good job of backing up
law enforcement officers."
Dr. Robert E. Bagby, chairman of
the university's Department of
Police Administration, said he feels
that the problem "lies in the way it
is handled in the courts. There la a
tremendous amount.of discretion
used in the courts so that the present law la not utilized." said
Bsgby.
Under the state's current law,
anyone arrested for Driving Under
Influence (DUI) faces possible
suspension or revocation of license
for a sped fled period of time, a
possible jail sentence, higher in-

surance rates and a fine from SI00
to $500.
William Kline, a lieutenant with
the Kentucky State Police, said that
although the state police as a whole
have not taken a stand on the slammer bill, he feels that "the good that
could have been done can still be
done because of the public sentiment that has been raised."
Koepke agrees that groups such
as MADD have "focused attention"
on the problem and "there's more
concern now," whereas in past
years, although the problem has
always been there, "there was a
tendency to sweep it under the rug."
Kline said he feels that mandatory
jail sentences would interfere with
the discretion of the courts.
"Each case is different," said
Bagby. "There has to be some
discretion. Some people are a little
drunk and some are stoned out of
their gord. The judges should make
the decision based on the merit of
that individual case."
Some opponents of the bill argue
that if the current drunken driving
law is enforced to its fullest, new
legislation la not needed
"The vast majority of police officers actively attempt to enforce to
the bast of their sbility the drunken
driving laws," Kline said "and the
courts do also.
"It is up to the public to let both
groups (Senate and House) know
what they want dona and it is up to
the legislature to decide what's best
for the public."

Mosketti was released from
custody Saturday on a $10,000 bond
which required a 10 percent cash
payment.
The robbery occcurred just after
7 p.m. when a young woman wearing a brown leather jacket entered
the restaurant located at 525
Kastern By-Pass and told employee
Helena Fogelgren to put the money
from the cash register in a bag.
Darrell Allen, another employee,
approached the counter also to see
if Fogelgren needed any help with
the customer.
The suspect reportedly had her
hands below the counter and one
hand under her jacket as if she were
holding something which employees
assumed to be a weapon.
Fogelgren put the money (an
estimated $700) in a white Taco Tico
bag as the woman instructed. The
suspect then told her to fold the bag
and "say thank you like I'm a
regular customer."
The suspect left the restaurant
and went into Building K of the
Village Square Apartments according to Allen's statement to the
police. The manager had called the
police while other employees went
outside to try and spot the suspect.
According to the police report, the
woman came out of the apartment
building almost immediately wearing a different jacket. She then got
into the passenger side of a blue
Gremlin annd slumped down into
the seat. The car drove back by Taco
Tico and towards the Shopper's
Village.
One of the Taco Tico employees
(See STUDKNT. Page 41

CHE reviews programs
By Mary Luersen
Managing editor
Because of a request from the
Council on Higher Education
(CHE), four major programs are being reviewed internally. They are
business programs, (excluding
business education) the department
of foreign languages, master's program of public administration and
medical technology programs.
According to Dr. Robert Nayle.
chairman of the university's program review committee, 30 different
programs are being reviewed, but all
university programs will be looked
at eventually. He said he didn't
know why the four programs were
singled out for the first review.
The Council on Higher Education
will in turn examine the review, paying close attention to "costeffectiveness" and "duplication of
programs" of majors and programs.
The CHE routinely asks for
justification of departments and
programs to all state universities
annually. However, Dr. Dorothy
Carter, French instructor said,
"They seem to be interested in
smaller departments."
According to Dr. Theodor
Langenbruch, chairman of the
foreign languages department, the
two master's program (French and
Spanish) will be under closestscrutiny and more likely to cause
controversy from CHE.
He said reasons for possibly the
CHE cutting the master's program
would be a relatively low number of
graduates students enrolled in the
program and also, since nearby
University of Kentucky offers a
graduate program.
Dr. Bob Kline, political science
instructor said, "One's always
concerned when there is an internal
review. But, it's net new. . .We've
been doing it for years."
A management study done by
Price Waterhouse consulting firm
looked laat year at the whole state
university's organization to see how
efficient internal administrstion was

set up. The study analyzed duplication of programs within one hour
drive and cost effectiveness of any
state university's program.
The university is within a one
hour drive of UK and Morehead
State, according to Langenbruch.

"Productivity Langenbruch said
is being investigated. He said the
Russian program will be cited for
low productivity because it produces 10 or 12 majors every year. He
(See PROGRAMS. Page 10)

Twisted trackster
The university track member put all his efforts into the disc throwing
competition Saturday. The men's track team beat Marshall University.
(Photo by Alas Wheeler)
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Opinion
Learning^ testing
By Jecquie Powell
Staff writer
The various formats (or course
grading procedures have long been
an area of interesting controversy
between many university instructors and their students. The
scheduling of only a midterm and
final examination to constitute the
majority of the course grade is one
such format that is certainly no
exception.
There are several advantages to
this format for both the instructor
and his students. This particular
system for assigning course grades
may be advantageous to the instructor because it allows him to spend
less time with the demanding paperwork
\
Although these advantages may
seem feasible in many aspects, the
numerous disadvantages to both
parties cannot be ignored.
For example, the instructor may
suffer in his teaching effectiveness
because he does not receive periodic
feedback (in the form of numerous
tests) concerning his performance
throughout the semester. If his communication of the subject matter is
not as clear or as meaningful as it
might be to his students, he may not

Letters to the Editor

Senioritis

-You remind daily friends of your
graduation date, followed by comments as to "I can't wait until I get
out of here." and "Y'all are gonna
miss me. I know."
-You learn where the Career
Development and Placement Office
is.
You actually read Placement
Pipeline in the Progress and FYI.
-Your conversations with friends
begin with "Remember when. . ."
-You skip class to go to interviews
(or at least say you are-teachers
seem to be sympathetic to senior's
cause).
-You lay awake until 3 a.m.
wondering if you'll add to the
unemployment rate.
-You
continually
ask
yourself "Why did I chose this major?" and know the answer isn't
because the jobs are plentiful.
-You read and analyze books like
Live for Success and Dress for Success. At least you'll know how to act
and what to wear if you ever do get
a job.
-Your dad calls you long distance
to see if you got a job yet. or else
upon returning home you're greeted
with a "got a job yet?"
-The dinner conversation at home

The students may also be under
serval disadvantages in this situation. Besided the tremendous
pressure of trying to organize approximately six weeks of information for the first test in the course
that my constitute up to 60 percent
of their grade, they may also suffer
from a vital lack of periodic feed-

back needed to ensure correct
understanding of the material and
to adjust ineffective study habits
when.necessary. Without this information that helps to focus on relevant cues when studying for the
test, they may (eel prepared for the
midterm when they actually are not.
The results of poor preformance
on the exam (and possible resulting
midterm deficiencies) may be quite
devastating to the students and
discourage optimism for better success on the next exam.
Although many students can in
fact perform quite well under these
strenuous pressures, many connot.
this does not, however, make them
any less intelligent, and it is unfortunate to think that they may never
realize their true talents and
capabilities under this type of
grading procedure.
It seems logical that an instructor at a university devoted to higher
education would seek to encourge
the optimum performance of his
class as a whole. He is in a fine position to share his valuable knowledge
with others, and the responsibility
of enlightening as many students as
possible must also accompany this
privilege.

It may look like sour grapes, and
In a season in which two team
portant in higher education is what
that I am jealous that I was not records were broken and the head
really upsets me. He states nobody
awarded such a bonus. Naturally, coach won the Coach of the Year
at Eastern works harder than Coach
being human, I must say that this award for the league, the team has
Kidd. I would like to ask Mr. Shew
is partially true. But we can look at proved itself newsworthy if nothing
if this statement is the result of a
those bonuses in another monetary else.
private poll that he has taken
The season is now over and the
way. This is my third year at
among the faculty. Certainly no one
Eastern and I get allotted so much team is gone, but thanks to the Prohas asked me how many hours per
money for educational supplies for gress for keeping men's gymnastics
week I work, and without the proper
the laboratories I teach. This money a well-kept secret.
statistics any amateur journalist
buys things like chemicals and other
Leonard Kannapell
knows that such statements are
expendible supplies that are used
meaningless and ludicrous.
during lsb. Since I have been here
He also states that no one else has
I have not seen any increase what- To the editor:
won a national championship for
In your March 4, 1982 edition of
soever in my course budgets, yet the
Eastern. Well I wasn't aware that
prices of these items increase at an the Progress I read with interest the
there are national tournaments in
weekly column "Around town" by
average of 25-50 percent per year.
biology or any other academic field . So in effect my buying power (i.e.
Beth Wilson reviewing The Underfor that matter. The point I am
my ability to adequately supply my dog Saloon. I have read several of
trying to make is that very few of
labs) has substantially decreased her columns in the past and one
the faculty are in the position to
over the last two years. Again, Mr. question keeps coming to mind.
become overnight heroes and be
Shew will see this as sour grapes, What are her qualifications as an
interviewed by national celebrities.
but I view it in terms of priorities. epicurean?
We have to work quiet long hours
I would like to comment on her arI do not mean this letter to be
in our labs, classrooms and offices
overly critical, because I truly like ticle, but first let me list my
to make professional headway with
teaching at Eastern. The maladies qualifications. I am a thirty-five
little or no fanfare. What about us
I' ve discussed above are in no way year old, full-time student who has
who try to accomplish things profesall
types
of
peculiar or unique to Eastern. This patronised
sionally, beyond our heavy teaching
is a national trend: one need only to establishments from New York to
loads. Don't you think, Mr. Shew,
recall the fiasco at Texas A&M and Florida. I have prepared different
that we deserve some recognition
types of cuisine for myself and
their football coach. In these times
Every time we publish a book, an
of economic depression we must others for the past twenty years.
article, give a paper or do profesNow let me comment on her article.
choose priorities, and it is my hope
sional consulting Eastern's name is
On the subject of waiting for a
that any university would list
spread by that much more. I am
academic
and
scholastic waitress. How long did it take? A
talking here about academic and
good waitress will allow her
achievements first.
scholastic publicity not athletic
Guenter A. Schuster customer time to read the menu and
publicity. This reflects the difAssistant Professor decide on there order.
ference between the mind and the
. On the subject of food. I have
Biological Sciences
body. Any university should first
sampled almost all the sandwiches
and foremost be measured by its colon the menu and have never found
lective mind power for without that
them undercooked or lacking in
we would not be a university. Unforquantity. As for mushrooms and
To
the
editor:
tunately, Mr. Shew is not in the
banana peppers. I personaly don'L
In what was advertised as "the
minority when he places athletic
like them, but have tasted both and;
last collegiate men's gymnastics
prowess above mental prowess.
found them satisfactory. Foodmeet ever to be held in the state of
This, sadly, is how universities and
preparation takes time when you.
Kentucky."
the
EKU
gymnastics
colleges are presently being rated.
start from scratch. It is not like the*
team
hosted
Ball
State
and
Miami
I am in no way saying that what
pre-prepared food served at-"
(Ohio)
on
the
Friday
night
of
Feb.
Coach Kidd has done is not a
McDonalds. The drinks are made!
19.
Ball
State
proved
themselves
wonderful achievement. It is in fact
with a machine measured amount of
superior, but EKU finished far
that, but it should be taken in total
liqure. Would she rather have aahead of the Miami team.
perspective Why should he and his
weak drink for S1.25.
Since this was the home meet ever
staff be singled out for work well
Her observation of the interior*;
for the team, as the team has been
done, when I am sure that there are
was quite inaccurate. The "tackydropped, there were many alumni, wallpaper" is not wallpaper but a'
many faculty on this campus who
families and friends in attendance, process of paint and stenciling, a
deserve such rewards for their
and I figured the Progress would process used before wallpaper and-;
scholastic achievements. There will
have a suitable write-up in the Feb. in keeping with the decor. The pic
be those who argue that we nave a
25 edition.
merit raise system that is used for
tures (or the most part are antique,
I guess I should have known bet- also in keeping with the decor. I am
such things. This is true, but this
trer than to expect the Progress to sure the management would remove
should also be taken in perspective.
cover landmark events, but to my Aunt Jemima if it upset the senThe base increase for faculty
salaries, I have been told, is about
amazement, there was not a single sibility s of enough people. Music is.
5 percent for this coming year, and
word printed about the meet. A
a subject of individual taste. Not:
additional money is available for
week later, the Progress ran a pic- everyone likes the same thing. It
merit raises. Nevertheless, I'll venture of an EKU gymnast competing have found there range of selections in the meet, reaffirming my belief suitable for the majority.
ture to guess that most of the faculthat the Progress's timeliness is
ty will not see salary increases that
I am afraid Ms. Wilson lacks the;
will even equal inflation rat*. If the
beyond compare.
expertise to do an adequate review
rest of the faculty are rewarded
I consider it the responsibility of of eating establishments. It is apa school newspaper to cover as parent she should limit her talents*
through the merit system why then
many school-related events as possito judging the fast foods on the!
are Coach Kidd and his staff rewardble, and at a time when so many peoed on different criteria.
by-pass.
;
ple wonder what happens around
To your readers I would like to*
Couple the hefty bonuses the foothere on weekends. I do not under- suggest that if they want a good"
ball stsff received and the prospecstand why the Progresschosm to igmeal in a relaxing, friendly at-tive raises the rest of the faculty can
nore the meet, probably the most mosphere try The Underdog Saloon,:
look forward to, is it no wonder that
important meet in the team's
especially if they like salad bars.-:
most of the faculty I have talked to
18-year history, as if it had never
are less than happy about this
There's is one of the best!
situation.
even happened.
John F. Tangerc

Out in the rain

It finally hit me. Although I've
been a senior for almost a year now,
it didn't actually hit me until a few
weeks ago.
It had been a bad week-threeexams, one project, meetings to attend and checks to write. However,
for some reason (which I later
recognized as senioritis), 1 didn't
care it I didn't make an 'A' on the
tests, if I had the project completed,
forgot the meetings, or bounced my
checkbook again.
I was a senior by gosh, and if I
flunked the test and forgot the
meetings I was still (more than likely) going to graduate.
"""""Anyway, who cared? Not I.
Yes. I knew I was a senior when
I didn't care about anything but if
my cap and gown would fit and if
they would spell my name right on
my diploma.
There are other suretell signs I
found out and listed below that can
help you recognize senior status.
For instance, you know you're a
senior when:

realize this until he compiles the
midterm grades after the first test.
This does not seem to be the best
point in the semester to suddenly
alter teaching strategies in the hope
that they will be more successful in
preparing his students for the remaining final exam. Rather, a better technique would be to employ
periodic tasting that would allow for
the prompt, continuous adjustment
of ineffective methods.
In addition, the instructor may
not be able to thoroughly assess his
students' true scholastic performance with limited testing. Obviously, the more tests an instructor administers, the more the particular strengths and weaknesses of
his students' abilities will be
discovered while allowing for interfering variables such as a "bad
day" that may distort the true indications of their capabilities.

To the editor:
I am a full time atudent here at
EKU, and found it hard to believe,
I got kicked out of my dorm (Com
monwealth) on March 21, 1982.
I happen to live 750 miles away
Mary Luersen
from school and I had to return t<
the campus a day early. I alwayt
had no problem of getting into the
focuses on what to include in your
dorm. So I returned on March 20,
resume, who to send it to, and often
1982 and entered the dorm, feeling
mock interviews are held with dad
that my room was my home for the
acting as the employer.
entire year.
-The only mail you receive are reI was awakened that night around
jection letters stating "There are
12:15 a.m. and to my surprise there
not present job positions available
was security. I thought I did
but we will keep your resume on
something drastically wrong. I
file." (To collect dust, they should
found out that I was not supposed
add.)
to be in the dorm until 10:00 am
-Your parents give you money
Sunday morning. (This was when
without even asking (or it to pay (or
the dorm offically opens)
expenses involved with the job
My roommate and I had to go
campaign.
over to Dupree Hall. We found out
-Your phone bill is (our pages long
that we couldn't stay there, because
and includes every business number
we weren't foreigners, i tol.d the
in Lexington.
night hostess my problems and she
-You call your (ather's brother's
still insisted that we leave. At this
sister-in-law's fifth cousin who is
time it was raining. To my surprise
grounds keeper at some company to
I found out that I was not the only
see if he can help you get a job.
-You purchase a navy business one that had returned a few hours
early. Luckily, my roommate and I
suit.
-You pay attention to what
knew someone who had an apartment. We had to give him a call and
waitresses, clerks, etc. make
because that's probably what your ■ explain our situation. I was furious
at this point. The night hostess was
title will be in the upcoming year.
kicking us out in the rain. What if
-You reply to any ad calling for
we didn't know anyone who had an
"no experience needed."
-You figure out how long you can apartment? What if they weren't
live on your savings-no more than home? We didn't have a car, were
we supposed to stay out in the rain?
five days.
If we do come back a few hours
-You sit around with other
graduating seniors and discuss how early, where are we supposed to
much you hate school and how you stay? I hope housing can get this
don't care anymore. It's either that cleared up by next semester.
or how your interview went that
Joe Karszen
day.
Scott Giambattista
•You cancel studying because
Jerome Martin
your friends asked you to go
Glenn Martin
downtown with them and you rationalize that this could be the last
chance you get to be with them
To the editor:
before you graduate.
I have just finished reading David
-You go downtown with those
Shew's letter to the editor concernsame friends the next day.
-You hint as to what you want for ing Mary Luersen and Nancy Ann
a graduation present and your McKittrick's criticism of bonuses
father hints that no job means no awarded the football staff. I am so
infuriated that I see red.
present.
First of ail. how dare Mr. Shew
-You convince yourself that it
won't be too bad to live at home for look down his nose at the Progress
a few months until you get a job or and renounce it to be an "amateur
newspaper." He needs to look no
money (whichever comes first).
-You complain about every- further than the Richmond Register
function. class, person, teacher, to find amateur journalism. That
publication consistently contains
dorm, etc.
The worst part though I've numerous editorial, spelling, gramdiscovered is meeting another matical errors and errors in simple
graduating senior who has three job hnglish. If anyone would like a good
offers and a trip to Europe for a look at amateur journalism I refer
graduation present. I hope they die you to Mr. Shew's review of last
year's Bruce Springsteen concert
of senioritis.
which appeared in the Richmond
Register. A good laugh will be had
by all!
Mr. Shew's inability to writ* is
not the reason for this letter. His
simple minded ideas of what is im-

Up on the Dog

Secrets

High priorities

Weight lifting's for ladies too

aa-f a* aa* aaaasaanV ■aaaaaat at* darn of la i
Aey MM or ■■-■■*■■ mtmmtsm *■—U M rapottM- to the Goaonl Maat/AMwHiiMaW. rllH 27 A. r
■ wriooa w Dr. Rebecca ■riiaaoirAnWwan*.

By Alice Osbourn
Staff writer
If you were a woman who i
little out of shape and you wanted
to whip your flab back into submission, would you walk into an entire
room full of grunting, sweating
males to work out with weights?
From what I've heard, most women
on this campus would rather let the
cellulite spread than to be in such a
situation.

be to have a ladies night in the
weight room. Many more university women might take advantage of
the equipment if they could concentrate on lifting weights instead of
worrying whether their bra strap*
ar* showing.
Ofcoitrse,th*cri*eofr*v*r**sexiam will echo loudly throughout the
locker rooms. Why should women
be given exclusive use of the room
for one evening when there is no
such provision for the man?
Very simply, without such an arrangement, the majority n# «tj^u^t
on this campus will «•«-«* hut to
avoid using u-dversi ty-owned •quapment that could greatly improve
their strength and overall health

But here at the university, if you
are a female who wants to work out
on the weight training equipment in
the Begiey Building, this is precisely the situation you will find
yourself in.

.

.

*--

Thia is not to say however, that
all the woman are inept at weightlifting or embarrassed about using the
equipment as things stand presently. But for a large number of them,
there is safety in numbers. .
tt is also reasonable to note that
once university woman became acquainted with the equipment and
built up their proficiencty in using
it. they might become more comfor
table about working out with their
male counterparts.
Instituting a ladies night might
ultimately bring males and females
on this campus together, both participating equally in a healthy, worthwhile activity.

Opening that door to the weight
room reveals a mob of male bodies
pumping iron with the fervor that
any Mr Universe would be proud of.
Many are so muscle-bound that
it's hard to distinguish their
shoulders from their necks.
So what doss the meek, mild
female student who just wants to
get into better shape do? Some will
brave the embarrassment and wade
into a sea of 20 or 30 muscle men.
But more often than not, university women just avoid the weight
room altogether, despite their desire
to use the equipment
So that all students could get the
healthy heneflt* of weight training,
perhaps a better arrangement would

--*?

I

I
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My Turn

For April fools only
Shanda Pulliam
Alas-changes are on the way. As
the end of the 1982 school year
quickly approaches, various alterations will be implemented all over
campus to ensure total happiness
and comfortability for students who
begin the 1982 fall term.
Perhaps more important than
tangible changes are the amazing
, attitude changes apparent among
students. The results of a university study determined that as of last
week, academics has nudged out
athletics as the top priority and
chief concern among students,
■ faculty and administrators.
It is speculated' that because of
: obvious increased student concern
and awareness, the total number of
votes in next fall's Student Senate
elections, will far exceed the total
number of votes for Homecoming
Queen.
There are some plans for the
future which may be of concern to
many students.
A crosswalk will be put in across
Lancaster Avenue to the Lancaster
Parking Lot for the benefit of those
. who have experienced the terror
, filled state of squeezing their bodies
as tightly as possible while standing
on the middle line of Lancaster as
speeding cars ruffle clothes and hair
as they whiz past.
The ketchup dispenser at the Grill
will work once again.
The library has extended its hours
so that students can utilize its
facilities at virtually anytime they
choose on weekends.
A revolutionary, modern spraying
system has been implemented into
all dorms to permanently spare
students from having to deal with
the proverbial roach brigades they
find have taken over their rooms
when they return on Sunday nights.
Model Lab School will close
indefinitely for the removal of a
layer of asbestos which was
detected in the ceilings of the gymnasium and cafeteria of the school
in October of 1979. Renovation will
begin immediately.
The so-called "minor" sports at
the university will receive greater
consideration and respect and if any
athlete of a minor sport qualifies for
any national tournament, he or she
will not be denied the opportunity
to participate in that tournament.
The Division of Public Safety will

implement a more reliable system of
recording ticket violations so that
students' packets will not be held
from them due to unpaid parking
tickets when some of the students
either have never been ticketed or
don't have a car on campus.
The university will completely
oust tripling of dormitory rooms for
fire safety purposes, beginning in
August. Between now and next fall,
new housing facilities will either be
built or somehow made available.
The university does not intend to accept more students than it can comfortably accomodate.
All dorms will be open to both
men and women every day and
night of the week within reasonable
hours.
The street which runs in front of
McGregor Hall will be indefinitely
closed, except to university vehicles.

which keep it constantly blocked
anyway.
Vending machines will be put into
the Wallace Building, close to the
Progress office.
Smoke will never again emerge
from the campus smokestacks.
The steps between Case and Clay
halls will be widened. The steps
heading to and from Martin
Cafeteria will be made skinnier.
The Eastern Progress will begin
publication on a daily basis, due to
countless demands from students.
The University of Kentucky has
finally given in and agreed to play
the University of Louisville, but
with one stipulation: the game will
be played secretly during summer
practice at an undisclosed sight
with noone present to keep score.
UK refused the matchup until U of

Alpha Nu
The members of Alpha Nu invite
any re-entry student to an informal
lunch in Powell Cafeteria Dining

School sludenl - and

Complete Eye Exam
Contact Lens (All Types) In Stock
Etxtended-wear Contact Lenses
Fashion Frames
228 W. Main St.

623-3358

The April Classmate of the Month will be featured
April 22, instead of April 8, as listed in the Studio 27 News.

e don ,Uvebythe,r
HEAD So10
TOf
feS'l
ne '
NIKE makes sure you're covered with a
i • wide selection of sports apparel. Shorts,
tops, and all-overs. For all the games you play. And casual
wear too. L>esigned for freedom of movement and long
wear. Lightweight comfort. Y^S*rmth. And weather resistance. In stylish cuts and great colors.
NIKE Sports Apparel: Body language

that says you know how to play the game. |'
NIKE® joins the CLASSMATE PROGRAM!
Watch for "their soedal" for the CLASSMATE OF THE YEAR® !!!
455 EASTERN
BY-PASS
SHOPPERS
VILLAGE
*

HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.,
10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Sun. 1-6 p.m.
*

RICHMOND,
KENTUCKY

7V < ..!!,;>.■ mnp'

*

applicants. Musi lie
a U.S. citizen between
19 X ;(K

Social work

A STUDIO 27 CORRECTION

tf

FOR
MEDICAL
SCHOOL

Room B or C from 11:45 a.m. to
12:45 p.m. Monday-Friday. Alpha
Nu will also have a business meeting
Monday. April-12 at the same time
and place.

DR. W. R. ISAACS
DR. C. L. DAVIS
DR. HARVEY A. SCHLETER
OPTOMETRISTS

Phone
624-2727

WESTOVER AVE
RICHMOND

OPPORTUNITIES

for qualified Medical

The Student Social Work Association will meet today at 5 p.m. in
Wallacve 426. All social work majors and anyone else interested are
encouraged to attend.

ESTABLISHED 1900

REGISTERED NURSE

Campus Clips
A rules clinic will be held on Sunday, April 4 at 2 p.m. in room 108
of Alumni Coliseum for anyone interested in becoming certified as an
ASA umpire. A testing date will be
scheduled at the clinic.

GREENHOUSE AND FLOWER SHOP

L agreed to exempt its seniors froni
playing in the game.
This column will be heretofore
discontinued.
Some of the above may be
favorable possibilities-but all are
unfortunately only for those April
fools. Of course, a little imagination
never hurt anyone, especially on a
day like today.

Scholarships available

Sports officiating

RICHMOND

CALL
Mon or Tues.. Collect

(502)583-9802
«
*
*

* $18,840 to start
* $24,536 ajfcfr 3 years
* Free medical and dental care
* Advanced Education and Specialization
available
* Non-Taxable housing and food allowance
* 30 days annual paid vacation
Professional and personal development
CALL COLLECT MON. OR TUE.
(502) 583-9802
U.S. NAVY

A PLACE TO ROCK & ROLL

*
*

MON.

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
«
*
*
*

3 For 81.00./

THURS
Ladies Night

TUE.
"3.Y Night" *#»^, 2

WED.
One Price: '^j
8:00-12:00
NEXT TO RILEY'S

5-7

SAT

25<£

.'i for 81.00

»
»
»
»
*
*
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
»
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Placement pipeline

Go-op works for students
By Teresa Rizzardi
Gaeat writer
. Cooperative Education Week is
being observed thoughout the state
and at the university this program
serves as a link for many students
who are applying their classroom
skills to on-the-job experience.
Co-operative education enables
college students to work in business
within the community for college
credit and earn a salary as well.
Many students work near their
school or on the campus itself while
others msy move to another town
forcc-op work.
According to Kenneth Noah,
director of the university's co-op
program, "It's one of the best ways
for a student to enter the job
market." In addition to gaining
practical experience, over one-half of
the university's co-op students have

gone back to their co-op employer
with permanent positions after
graduation. "Recruitment is one of
the main factors for the employer,"
Noah said. "We're providing
talented people and many
businesses hire only co-op students
for permanent positions," he added.
In addition to learning a practical
skill, many students take work
assignments in other towns. "This
is a great learning experience,"
Noah said.
"The student learns how to
establish himself up in a
community, how to pay bills, find
housing and arranging a social life.
These are all things you can't learn
in a textbook," Noah said. "You've
got to experience life to really comprehend it."
And for many students like Carol
Cleavenger.
a
university

Student charged
in local hold-up
(Continued from Page 1)
reported most of the vehicle's
license number.
Police stopped the vehicle about
7:10 p.m. near the Wal-Mart parking lot and the driver was identified
as Mosketti. She told police that her
passenger's name was Pam but that
she did not remember ner last name.
Later they traced the girl to Burnam Hall and Mosketti identified
her as Pamela Sue Burton.
Mosketti told police that Burton
asked her to take her to Taco Tico
to get someting to eat and had asked her to pick her up outside the
apartment building. Mosketti said
Burton came out of the building
with her jacket over her arm and a
Taco Tico bag under it. according to
the report.
She then said that Burton asked
her to drop her off at Wal-Mart so
she could buy some things. Mosketti was supposed to pick her up later.
She said that Burton took the bag
with her. Police could not locate
Burton in the shopping plaza
Friday.
A four to five inch steak knife was

found in the front of Mosketti s car
and police believe it to be involved
in the robbery.
The money from the robbery has
not been recovered. The penalty for
a class C felony is five to 10 years
in the state penitentiary.

environmental resources andrecreation major from Louisville,
the co-op program can help indefining career goals. During
Cleavenger's two years in the co-op
program she has taken steps to
reach her ideal goal of becoming a
camp director for the Girl Scouts.
Besides being a campus Girl
Scout. Cleavenger has spent time
giving lectures and organizing programs as a park naturalist and cooking in the school cafeteria. These
two jobs have given her a basis for
her co-op job this summer in
Owenaboro as an assistant camp
director.
Her job entails organizing programs and supervising the cooks.
"Co-op opens up so many more job
opportunities." Cleavenger said. "It
especially helps students in deciding
if they have made the right career
choice. Every student should try coop," she added.
Another university co-op student
from Louisville, David Goodrow, an
industrial risk management major,
has spent the past semester
working at the Richmond Fire
Department. Before Goodrow could
begin working at the fire department, he had to have outside experience or participate in a training
program.
By volunteering at McMahan's
Voluntary Fire Protection in Jefferson County, Goodrow was able to
CO-OD at the fire department and

tucky. The student's enthusiasm
and the successfulness of the program has caused a need for
expansion.
To expand the program, the
university is making plans to apply
for a Comprehensive Demonstration
Grant. This grant has recently
become a new type of aid for
colleges and provides SI million
over a three year period.
The funds will be used for faculty
supervision of students, and according to the program director, "This
is another asset of the programstudents are always under faculty
supervision and must gain added
responsibility as they progress
through the program.
To have a successful program, it
requires faculty support, business
participation and then student
involvement, said Noah.
At the university, all three have
worked well together, he said.

II.Interviews
Thais.. April 1
Malooejr Eaierprisct
Position:- Retail ■ten management
trainees
Fri.April 2
U.S. NIT*
Note: Interviews and information table
will be available on April 1 and 2 outside
the grill area in the Powell Building
Special interest in science, engineering,
busineas. liberal arts and health
graduates for instructors and OCS
program.
Mo«. Wed.. April 5-7
U.S. Marines
Interviewing any bachelor'• degree candidates for OCS (2nd Lieutenant) Note:
Information booth will be available outaide grill area in Powell Building all three
days.
Tuee.. AprilS
Coca-cob Co.. Auaaia, Ga.
Positions Sales Management trainees
Qualifications: All majors and degree
level candidates interested in marketing
in life insurance.

THE PLACE TO PARTY
TUE: Drink & Drown
THURS: 25« Night

...To a New Hair Style

OPEN AT 2:00

COII'RON""

Mon., April 12
Petersburg PabUc Schools, Vir.
Interviewing for industrial education and
speech therapy positions
Wed, April 14
Pitney Bowes. Lciiaglofi
Positions Sales Representatives
Qualifications: All deal sail and majora interested in marketing career.
111. Employment Seminars
The Division of Career Development
and Placement is sponsoring the last
series of employment seminars for 1982
graduates on the following dates. Plan
on being there if you have not started
your search for employment.
Mon. April 5 4-530 p.m
101 Barrier
"ORGANIZING A JOB CAMPAIGN"
Twee.. AprflS 44-.Mp.sa. 101 Barrier
PRESUME
*
JOB
SEARCH
CORRESPONDENCE"
Wed., April7 «J0p.m. 101 Barrier
"EPPECTIVE INTERVIEWING"
i IV. CMP Outreach Booth
All you wanted to know about careers
and employment options. Don't have
time to visit the CDAP office at 319
Jones?
COME SEE US outside the book store
Thursday and Friday, April I and 2
Rain location: South entrance of the
library

NURSES:
Enjoy your job &
spare time too...
in Florida...
California...
Texas...
or one of many
exciting areas

House of Styles

25'
MUGS
Every Day

$000
A OFF

Till 8pm

Offer expires :ill2M2

ICUT & BLOW DRY
Reg. 14.00 — Gals
Reg. 9.00 — Guys

623-6191
Eastern By Pass

NEW
OUTDOOR
SUN DECK

BEHINO

College PL Shopping Center

ECOfaOMYPtAN

On
Richard McUonald - ownei
Oicketl Portwood
Mary Anderson
Open 8 lil I

MADISON AVENUE

atis.

Immediate Openings
for BSN's under 33
call 502-583-9802
(collect for)

WAVY NURSEl
CORPS
Information

***£

WeHaveAUmwToRtYourl

avi

Dairy
Queen

f. Employment Interview Procedarea
All interviews are held in Career
Development and Placement, room 319
of the Jonas Building and must be
participate in the actual emergency scheduled in person on a first-come-firstruns. "The experience has helped me sarve basis after recruiting details an anto see the differences between s paid nounced in the FYI and Placement
and voluntary institution." be said. Pipeline of the Progress. Completion of
Since the university started the a Placement Data Sheet is required for
an interview. CD4P hours are
co-op program in 1975 it has scheduling
Monday through Friday from 8 a.m. undeveloped into the largest in Ken- til 4:30 p.m. including noon hour.

Vis*

♦17995
Mar
•98,i

BRANDS

Student Special
Ribeye Steak Dinners 2/A 00

FOOD SAVINGS

Sniw fin To 1? 7Q
SaueUpTo$2.79
OFFER GOOD THRU 4/10/81
Urns one coupon per couple per visit
Cannot be used with other discounts Applicable taxes not included Sales tax applies
ble to regular price where required by law.
At participating St«axhoui«s 04/01/82 EP
[COUPON,

I)...M|
FULL MEAL IJui'i-li
DEAL.M$1.99i3Kr
Includes Single Burger, Fries,
Drink & 5oz. Sundae

T9^S

PONDEKOSA

EASTERN BY PASS
R|.
No coupon necessary

TRY OUR HOMEMADE CHILI

I Sirloin Steak Dinners 2/*% 00
|

SoueUpTo$3.39
OFFER GOOD THRU 4/ 10/S2
bm » one coupon per couple per visit
Cannot be used with other discounts. Appli
ceble taxes not included Sales tax apphca
ble to regular price where required by law.,
AtparttclpatingSwakhouan 04/01/82 EP

*J»J

pQNUEBOSft

D0NT BE FOOLED
SUTTERS

ANNUAL

APRIL FOOLS
PARTY
TONIGHT
I;
* -

i

I T-BoneSteak Dinners 2/6 00
I

SoueUpTo$299

|
■

OFFER GOOO THRU 4/10/lt
Limn one coupon per couple per vies
Cannot be used with other discounts Appli
■ cable taxes not Included Sates lax appaca
bw to regular price where required bv law
parMpaOnoSwakhouses 04/01/82 EP'

U%JJ

P0N3EB0S&
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Campus Living
English chairman gets railroaded
By Tim Eaton
Features Editor
A first glance at Dr. Robert E.
Burkhart, chairman of the university's English department, might not
reveal the fact that he owns a European community and a train system
but, indeed he does.
It's not normal size though; it's a
model train layout only about one
seventy-sixth size of normal life size
things.
"When I was young and growing
up in the mid 40s, the electric trains
were sort of the ultimate toy, in a
sense, and I had equipment like
Lionel Brand and American Flyer
brand
train sets," reflected
Burkhart.
That was how he first became interested in model trains. He didn't
really continue his interest until in
1966 when he was on a trip through
Europe.
"I saw this fantastic train layout
in a department store in Brussels,
Belgium and that revived my interest," commented Burkhart.
Burkhart then proceeded to buy
model building kits and began to
relive his childhood love of trains.
He only likes the European styles of
trains and buildings. He says they
are more stylish.

"Trains might be a more popular
hobby in Europe than here because
both trains and model building kits
are commonly available, particularly in German-speaking countries in
general." said Burkhart.
The German speaking countries
are those countries that manufacture most all of the train paraphernalia that Burkhart enjoys.
Upon returning to the United
States. Burkhart began to purchase
tines on the subject of model
ling and found out that he
I order the German-made equip
it. So he ordered his first train
by mail. It was a Swiss
passenger train with an electric
locomotive.
Over a period of 10 years he added the second train and a lot of
buildings and accessories. Some
were ordered by mail, others were
brought back from Europe on
various trips.
"About the last five or six years,
I hsve not made any additions, only refining and making it more
workable.
His other train is a German steam
locomotive.
The Swiss electric train actually
operates from the overhead wires ss
they do in real life. Burkhart said

There is no other like it made in
the U.S. and they are not made to
work on overhead wires in the U.S.
Burkhart travels to Europe fairly often. He goes to England or one
of the German-speaking countries.
He has been on two general tour
trips in 1964 and 1966. He was in
England in 1974. In 1976, he wss invited
to
an
international
Shakespeare concert in England
that meets every other year.
"I was invited again this year, but
it fell on a bad time. It fell on fall
registration week," said Burkhart.
He said that expanding his
railroad could mean adding
overhead wire to the one train that
operates from that wire.
His daughter, Heather, 13. is
more interested in the buildings and
scenery. She sometimes works with
him on the hobby.
"I don't know what the whole
layout is worth, because when I
bought it. most of it wss really inexpensive. Now with changes in the
dollar and inflation, it is probably
much more expensive now than
when I bought it. The modeling kits.
for example, cost two or three times
what I originally paid for them."
He also says the same for his
engines, they are two or three times

Where's Talheim?
Ask Dr. Robert Burkhart. chairman of the English department, and he would know because this is just one
stop on his model train layout. The layout is made up of European made train products. He keeps the train
set in the basement of his house.lPhoto by Tim Eaton)
as expensive as they were when he
bought them.
How does the chairman of the
English department get his enjoyment out of his model train set?

As the

writes, collects coins, stamps and
original
prints
of
modern
lithographic art.
His wife works as a professor of
German here at the university.

Law students
get career aid

roach
crawls
By Leeanae Cole
Staff writer
"Send out old Fred first. No let's
wait a few minutes. They just turned out the lights."
Have you any idea who these
voices belong to? They could belong
to your friendly cock roach friends.
Very few of these creatures venture
out in'daylight. Most hide in the
cracks of walls and cabinets until a
room's inhabitants are presumably .
asleep. Once or twice, anxious to
catch these sneaky critters at their
business, I've pretended to be asleep
when suddenly I jump up and turn
the lights on. Both occasions I've*
csught the old guy. antennas flaring, halfway across my desk.
''Roach colonies always seem'to appoint the grandfather and the
retarded roaches as scout. There's
always that chance of being caught
by some late night returner. Better
Ryan Brown was the winner of the logo competition held by the Institute for Real Estate Studies in the colsafe than sorry, huh?
Just what is the purpose of the lege of business. The prize was a $100 check.(Photo by Terry Underwood)
cock roach on planet Earth? The
purpose is to get into your potato
chips, Oreo cookies, partially eaten,
spot with unknown material, and
leave behind a wonderfully unpleasant odor in their rememberance.
Roaches love dark, damp areas.
on the project are just concerned
tin. After the company is built and
By Andrea Crider
They often dwell in heated
running the sampling points will be with the biological effects of the
Staff writer
buildings. This is the reason that
Working on a project that could monitored for three to five years to plant and have no real understanthey plague many of the universiding of the plant's process.
save the vegetation in an area that analyze the effects on the vegetaty's dorms yearly. There are sevention, Martin said.
"I really don't know much about
could be destroyed by technology,
ty species of roaches in America and
Bill Adams, associate professor in
the plant, but from what I undergraduate students Jim Fedders and
Walters Hall probably harbors 66!
stand, there has been no syn-fuel
Phil Maatrangelo spent 13 days of the geography department, is workThe Moore Building also has Rs
ing on the maps of the vegetation
plant like this one in the area and
their
summer
break
in
Newman,
Ky.
share of these pests. The animal
they really aren't sure what effects
a small town located west of for the project that will be submitroom is a place of attraction because
ted with the report. "He has the
it's going to have." said Fedders.
Owensboro on Highway 60.
of the food set out for these animals.
"So they're getting baseline inforFedders and Maatrangelo have capability to produce the six maps
Carol Yeager, who is in charge of
we need," Martin said.
mation now before the plant starts
been working along with other
pest control in the Moore Building
Some of the individuals working up."
students and faculty members
said that a room storing the Wildlife
sampling and mapping the vegetaSociety's aluminum cans was overtion around the construction site of
run by roaches when left alone.
the proposed synthetic fuel plant in
Roaches multiply and age very
Davies County.
rapidly. Fifteen to 40 offspring are
"It's a demonstration plant to
born per female roach. Many people
show that synthetic fuels, liquid and
do not realize that the little brown
solid, can be made from sulfur coal"
insects scurrying across the sink are
•aid Dr. William Martin, the
baby roaches. They think; why
overseer of the project at the
waste my time whacking a small inuniversity.
significant insect when lean pursue
Martin, who is the director of
roaches? These same infants today
natural areas and a professor of
are the adults tomorrow who are
biological sciences, said the purpose
leading the wild brigades across
of the project is to establish samplyour room at three in the morning.
ing points, collect data, indicate the
Before turning to professional
plant life by species, and make
help, many people use do-it-yourself
techniques. One approach is the use vegetation maps showing what
of the 24 hour light. One sleeps with vegetation is in the area.
"What we're doing now is producan eye mask to block rays. If successful, roaches remain unaware of ing the maps that document what
nightfall. If this fails, one could in- the land use ia right now," said
Martin.
stall roach motels. But roaches have
"All the trees bigger than four inheard the familiar slogsn. "Roaches
goto but they don't come out. They ches in diameter were measured and
are bound to hear the TV through counted and the smaller trees and
the cracks. What one must do is to schrubs were counted. All the
think of some way to lure them in- species were identified," said
to the motel. Appeal to the in- Fedders.
"Then we looked at the herdividual interests of the roaches.
baceous vegetation, plants and
One motel could read Holiday Inn,
another Howard Johnson. Spotlight flowers, and identified and counted Tim Munchon
I.C. Incompetence
signs reading. "We serve roach brew these also." added Maatrangelo.
Dr. Martin said that the univerBy G. Idunno
Ohio, freshman
and feature dancing female
sity was chosen to participate in
Photos by Stad Walters
"The Progress is a real profesroaches."
If these home remedies fan, one this project funded by the United Without being obecene, what U your
sional paper. The managing editor
ia a winner in the game of life. The
must rely on the costly professional States Department of Energy. opt aloe of the Eat Urn Progrtgsl
"I'm a plant ecologist by training, Does the pubUcatioe need to be
sports editor is extraordinarily
MB.
so
I
know
how
to
do
the
kind
of
improved in any way?
talented and humble. The Progress
The university hires the Standard
sampling
that
needs
to
be
done,
"he
Tim Muncnon, Butritioeel guidance,
Pest Control of Lexington, to sprsy
Is
great
and
needa
no
said. "We are the only university in Eaton, Ohio, senior
the dorms regularly. Fortunately if
improvement."
"In my opinion, there hasn't been Petty People Pell, undecided.
the sprsying is ineffective, any the state participating in this
project."
a better paper printed. I think that
LoaisvUU. eeaior .
future spraying in the particular
The university has a contract with it is even better than my hometown
"Uh, I've never reed it. I don't
dorm is free. Spraying can never be
International Coal Refining Com- paper, the Baton Edition. My
know what a Progress is. Maybe if
affective unless rlaanHnsse is schievI did, I could com meat."
ed. If bags of food are left open and pany and Dr. Larry Raged ale, senior favorite part of the paper is the
technical consulstant for the Ter- features page. Tin* Eaton, the Stuffy Gerasee, nadaciaid. Nadda.
garbage unemptied. then even weekrestrial Ecology Program at Emory features editor, dose a great job grad student
ly spraying will not be effective.
"I think the Eatttm Progress ia
"When they've destroyed all the University in Atlanta is in charge of putting out that page; his articles
the project, said Martin.
are just fantastic. I like his name on the rise, especially since the proroaches, well take over." This could
The actual plant will not be too, it's real down home."
motion of ite niarvekiua newa editor.
be the voice of your friendly
. started until 1963 according to Mar- David Loafer, correction*. Redhead, Aa far ait improvements go, I think
neighborhood termite.

Executive material

Ecologists fuel up

For April fools only

i

"Basically it is an escape from
reality. A little world where
everything is neat, pretty and under
control," admitted Burkhart.
Other than trains Burkhart also

By Debbie Delmar
Guest writer
Sooner or later, we all must go
through it: the sweating palms, the
pounding heart, the cracking voice,
the lack of sleep the night before the
first career interview. And it's really no wonder that nerves are on
edge, either, since this interview
decides whether we get the job or
whether we keep looking. Therefore,
how well we prepare for this final
step of the job search is very
important.
So where does a student go to
learn how to successfully plan a
career? If that student is in the college of law enforcement, the answer
lies within the Department of Correctional Services.
The department is currently conducting a series of eight two-hour
workshops entitled Criminal Justice
Career Exploration. The course,
taught by Dr. Bruce Wolford of the
Department of Correctional Services with occasional assistance
from Laura Melius of Career
Development and Placement, explores various aspects of the
criminal justice career search.
The different workshops involved
in the course include resume
writing, job campaign correspondence, effective interviewing
and, finally, the new job.
Through the use of role-playing interviews and resume critiquing sessions with actual employers,
students learn how to approach the
career search. Then, a monopoly-like
game called "The New Job Game"
gives students experience in making
decisions in different work
situations.
Though originally designed for

corrections majors and students
planning to take a field placement
or cooperative education course, the
class has become so popular that the.
curriculum has been expanded to include all majors
According to Wolford. such a
variety of majors, from police administration to business, enrolled in
the class, that the subject material
had to be broadened to include
several types of resumes, interview-»
ing and methods of career planning.
Wolford had no idea that response
to the course would be so far
reaching when the workshops first
began. The class originally
developed simply out of the need to
help co-op students overcome their
fears about interviewing.
Being in charge of the co-op program. Wolford found that "students
were very anxious about how to present themselves to a potential
employer in an interview situation."
Further investigation then showed
that students needed help in all
areas of career planning; therefore,
the career exploration course was
created.
So far, all those involved in the
course have been very pleased with
the results. Wolford believes the experience "just gives people more
confidence."
Susan Dowd, a senior law enforcement major who completed the
course in March, echoes this belief
in saying, "I'm not so nervous, now.
I feel I have more poise and can handle myself better."
If nothing else. Wolford hopes
students complete the course "with
the notion that they know how to go
out and do these things on their
own."

People Poke

Janet Cookery

David Loafer

the Progress should venture into the
international scene by sending that
adorable columnist Mary Luersen to
El Salvador disguised as s Dutch
journalist. I think she will be more
useful there."
Marilyn Bailmeout. Compagraphic
specialist. Wilsnlagtoa. Mas...
senior Idtisea)
"I don't think they do nuthin
right hi that office."
Jaaet Cookery, goersset juakfoodn.
Ls BoeapetiU. Maine, junior
"Without being obecene? No comment! Well, maybe one comment; I
keep meaning to write a letter to the
editor about how great those
restaurant reviews are,"
I.C. Inrotapetaare, sarcasm, Two

Doom Down, junior
"It was OK until the editors
(using the term loosely) got cute and
started doing such things as
disgracing the name of the Lord,
leaping out of airplanes, ravenously rebuking restaurants and
masochistically getting "whipped"
week after week in juvenile contests.
Improvement? Why not put more
emphasis on relevant, fascinating
matters like Campus Clips and
Intramural Update?
Al Nigeter, inaomnia, Wallace 348,
mfiaJty
"Criticize it, slander it, defame it,
oetradxe it, do anything you want
to it; but I. the omniscient Al
Nighter. am hare to defend it.
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Unusual finish highlights
race; Johnson takes first
By Andre. Crider
Staff Writer
Accompanied by a security car
escort, the winners of the
Intramural-Recreational Sports
5.000 Meter Run arrived at the
finish line 16:03 minutes after the 10
a.m. start.
Michael Johnson, Dave Winters
and Rick Roberts finished first,
second and third respectively
Overall, but there was something
unusual about Roberts' finish.
Race workers stared in bewilderment as Roberts. 27. crossed the
finish line, gave the sign of the
cross, then turned around and ran
back over the course, reappearing 10
minutes and 37 seconds later
alongside girlfriend Rhonda Raines.
22, who also participated in the race.

Organizations
Roberts, a former student at the
university, runs about 00 miles a
week and said he was disappointed
with his 17:02 time on the figure
eight course.
"I only got to run about a third
of the miles I usually run this
week," said Roberts.
"Thank you Lord I can run" was
the slogan on Roberts' t-shirt which
reflected his religious nature. He
said he always gives the sign of the
cross when he finishes a race
because he "thought it was neat."

Raines, a junior at the university,
said she entered the race for
Roberts. She ran it in 27:40.
accomplishing a small feat herself,
according to Raines.
Neither Roberts or Raines
received a trophy, but the victory
was apparent on Raines' face as
Roberta hugged her at the finish line
and told her that she did well.

The overall and individual
category winners of the 5,000 Meter
Run are as follows:
Overall Winners
Michael Johnson
ISM
Have Winters
18:38
Hick Robert!
17.-01
Junior (17 and under)

Bob Stone 1927
< olIc-Hc (18-22)
Tim Eaton 18:19
Often (23-30)
Michael Johnson 18:03
suhiii.isli-1 i in. fd
Dave Winters 18:38
Master (40-40)

"He promised he would come
back and run with me if I ran," said
Raines.

By Sherry Hanlon
Staff writer
Women's Interdorm is sponsoring
a campus-wide Little Sib weekend
beginning with a 5 p.m. check-in Friday. April 2.
The program allows brothers or
sisters to visit their sister at the
university, and interact in a planned
schedule of activities.
Registration can be achieved by
paying a $2 fee for each sibling and
each hostess and by completing a
registration form at the desk of
individual dorms.
The number of sibs each hostess
is permitted to check in is unlimited,
although they must be accompanied
by their hostess at all times.
Along with an identification
bracelet for the sibs. the participants will receive a completed
schedule and any other additional
informaion they may require.
At 7 p.m. Friday, a swimming
party
begins
the
weekend
festivities, followed by a game
party. Other events include a play,
a hike, an Easter egg hunt, a campus tour, a movie, a sing-along party
and a sundae party among other
activities.
Each dorm will have different
activities, and the sibs and
hostesses are free to visit any dorm.
The program ends Sunday with a
closing ceremony in which the sibs
will receive a certificate for their
participation.

Frank Robinson 18:26
Veteran < ~o plus)

Jim Mangus 20:11

Women's division
Overall winners
Kelly West

Submasier
Sandra Johnson 31:22

Maslrr
Shirley Barron 23:18

Michael Johnson

Intramural Update
Play in the Intramural-Recreational Sports Softball league began last
week as 23 games were completed. A double elimination regular season
schedule will by played, followed by a season-ending, single elimination
tournament to determine All-university champions.
Last weeks results are aa follows:
Stars indicate forfeits.

Dud's
Sun City 69ere
The Unknowns

7 The Dynasty 0*
7 BSU 0*
15 Bushwackers 4

League B -Independent
Snakes
10 Cherry Pickers 9
1890 s
9 ZOO 6
BSU no.l
10 5 Apples 0
The Booze Brothers 7 Redbirds 0*

League C- Independent
Base Invaders
Harville
Good Ole Boys

16 9th Floor Commonwealth 6
7 S O'clock Highs 0*
7 Broadway Bombs 0«

League D Independent
Forget It
Masters
Crushed Ice

11 Nighthawks 2
17 Swinging D's 7
11 Dixie Bunch 5

«&

rig*
«•>«%

■s§m.

The Theta Chi fraternity raited
$647.85 during Rally Week for the
Cardinal Hill Hospital/Easter Seal
Telethon The money was raised
through the 96-hour dribblethon.
the Suntan Contest and the AllGreek mixer.
Twenty five Theta Chi represen
tatives appeared on WKYT-TV.
Channel 27, the station on which the
telethon was aired. Sunday from 2
to 4 a.m.

Regional meeting

League E Independent
Bluegrsss Express 10 Osmosis Mets 3
Campus Allstars IB) 7 The Tooters 6
Wheelers
7 Herbal Essence 5

League F Independent
JandR's
Esco
Franchise

The Southeastern Regional
Meeting of the Society of Christian
Philosophers will be held in the
Powell and Wallace buildings from
Thursday evening, April 1 through
Saturday afternoon, April 3.
The conference includes six major
speakers. 25 topical sessions, a symposium oh creationism and video
programs on various issues in
bioethics.
University faculty members are
invited to attend the conference free
of charge: reservations may also be
made for the catered food service.
For a program or further information, contact the Department of
Philosophy and Religion (5871) or
Dr. J.M. Idziak (4194 or 623-6082).

DPMA

Lynda Ranadell 23:06
Open
Angela Murphy 21:08

nee

ftl 00 °"

20:23

Angela Murphy
21:08
Lynda Ranadell
234)6
Junior
Kelly West 20:23
Colk-gr

League A Independent

Rally Week results

Men's division

"I pray before my races," he said.
"It takes a lot of the tension off."

Little sibs
to invade
campus

Campus Clips

19.1 T.'s All Americans 10
13 Brain Damage 9
7 Chaos 4

League G-Independent
The Doors

7 Campus Allstars (A) 0*
Richmond Allstars 7 Boneheads 0*
Pit
6 The Dirty Dozen 2|

League H- Women
Southern Belles 16 Delta Zeta IAI 13

The Data Processing Management Association will hold its next
regular meeting today at 3:30 p.m.
in Combs 230. Elections are scheduled for this meeting so members are
urged to be there to vote.
Scholarhship application forms
are now available in Combe 215. The
requirements, as well aa instructions for application, are included
with the form.
DPMA will hold its second annual
PL/I-COBOL
Programming
Contest on Saturday, April 17. The
number of teams for the contest is
limited. Registration forms are on
the bulletin board outside the
keypunch room on the second floor
of the Combe Building.

Omega Week
Omega Week, sponsored by the
Omega Psi Phi fraternity, continues
tonight with the 11th Annual Talent
Hunt in Model Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Tickets are II in advance and
f 1.50 at the door.
University President Dr. J.C.
Powell will present the Don Mc Kin
non Scholarship Fund Award at the
Talent Hunt
Friday. April 2, Omega Psi Phi
will sponsor a Step Show at 6:30
p.m. in the Grise Room of the
Combs Building.
Omega Week will conclude with
the Omega Ball, Saturday. April 3,
from 8 to 12 p.m. in the Keen
Johnson Ballroom. The theme of the

BEN G. CORMNEY,
D.M.D.
ANNOUNCES THE OPENING
OF HIS OFFICE FOR THE
PRACTICE OF GENERAL
DENTISTRY

♦TV waves'

The Catalina Club, the university's synchronized swimming
organization will present its spring
water show 'TV Waves." Thursday. Friday and Saturday, April 1-3.
at 7:30 p.m. in the Alumni Coliseum
pool.
Tickets are tl in advance and
81.50 at the door. Call 3660 for
ticket information.

Organ donor booth
Lambda Sigma, along with the
Richmond Lions Club, will sponsor
an organ donor booth Friday, April
2. from 10 a.m. to 3 pm. in the
Powell Building. .

AKA basketball
The Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
will be playing a basketball game
Sunday. April 4. at 6 p.m. against
the Richmond Black Stars with all
proceeds going, to the underprivileged youth in Richmond.
The game will be held at the
Telford Community Center. Admission is tl.

University Pals
The University Pals will have
their next meeting on Monday,
April 5, at 8:45 p.m. in the Student
Senate Office of the Powell
Building. All members will be
voting on the by-laws and
nominating new officers at this
meeting.
The candy sale will also begin on
April 5. Elections for the new
officers will be held during the
following meeting, April 19.

Jump rope for heart
Tuesday. April 6, at 6 p.m. in
Weaver Gym, Delta Psi Kappa will
be co-sponsoring the nationally
known "Jump Rope for Heart" campaign for the benefit of the
American Heart Association, the
other co-sponsor of the event.
Prizes of t-ahirts, windbreakers

and warm-up su its will be available
to participants. Sponsor sheets can
picked anytime in Weaver 202.

Young Democrats
The Young Democrats will meet
Tuesday. April 6, at 5 p.m. in the
Kennamer Room of the Powell
Building. AU members and those
interested in joining should attend.
The Executive Committee will meet
at 4:30 p.m.. also in the Kennamer
Room.

Outward Bound
White-water rafting, sailing,
canoeing, hiking, mountain climbing, winter camping, snowshoeing
and ski mountaineering are all
offered through Upward Bound
courses, which are available yearround and run from 5 to 26 days.
Academic credit is often available,
as is financial aid. Previous outdoor
skills are unnecessary.
Films and a speaker on the Outward Bound program will be at
Berea College, Thursday. April 8. at
10 a.m. and 7 p.m. in Room 122 of
the Draper Building.

Bloodmobile
The Bloodmobile will be on
campus Tuesday and Wednesday.
April 13 and 14. from 12 to 5 p.m.
Donations will be given in the Keen
Johnson Building. Pre-registration
is available: call 623-8433 on Tuesday, April 6, from 6 to 9 p.m.

Tying the knot
A Pre-Marriage Seminar will be
sponsored during the month of
April by the Wesley Foundation and
Residence Hall Programs. The sessions are all held from 7 to 9 p.m.
in the Family Living Center of the
Burrier Building. There is no
registration fee charged.
Although the topics are selected
to meet the needs of people who are
planning to be married, all sessions
are open to anyone interested in attending. The sessions are as follows:
April 5
Communications Before and After
April 12
April 19
April 2S

Dr. Larry Sexton
Sa in Marriage
Dr. Merits Thompson
Manias* in Money Matters
Rev Gene Strange
Birth Control
Dr Wendy OUehriat

Don't be an APRIL FOOU
SAVE *5°° on your next purchase
with this coupon
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ball will be "A Night in Paradise
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Seniors
display
talents
By Kcr.Ua J. Warner
Staff writer
The "Three in One" exhibit of this
semester's Bachelor of Fine Arts
(BFA) seniors opened Monday,
March 29. The three artists featured
are Debbie Wright. David Blondell
and Jon Nicholas.
Majoring in design and minonng
in textiles, Debbie Wright has a
most interesting variety of works in
various, unique media. She has on
exhibit
examples
of
her
photography, some mixed-media-onpaper works, woven works, soft
sculpture and stuffed paintings and
portraits.
One of her stuffed painting series
is a collection of six small pieces
hung as a group which form a
repeating pattern. Stuffed paintings
are paintings in which more form is
added to the surface of the canvas
by adding cotton over which
material is sewn or attached and
then painted over.
When asked the concept behind
the piece, Wright said, "The basic
idea was to repeat the forms so it
crested' a pattern. I'm very
interested in creating design
through repetition."
Another in her series of stuffed
paintings is a portrait of a middleclass Frenchman, titled Monsieur
Bourgeois. He has a very amiable
expression on his face; his beret,
scarf and jacket are painted in
pastel violet and piak to create s
very light feeling.
Why did Wright choose a stuffedpainting style for so many of her
works?
"I needed to get s little more
depth in my paintings," she said.
"Using relief was my response to
painting. I was after the form
aspects of quilting, accentuating it
with subtle color."
Wright plans to sit out a year
after graduating and then she plans
to attend graduate school and seek
a master's degree in fibers.
"I would enjoy teaching," she
said. "But, it is not one of my goals.
I would much rather be a professional practicing in the field."
David Blondell is majoring in
commercial design. He has on
exhibit several examples of his
graphic works including layouts,
ads and other design problems, as
well as oil paintings, pencil drawings
and one sculpture.
Perhaps the most effective example of Blondell 3 design work is his
The Future It Now series, which
includes layout designs for articles

Salerno shares
life experiences
with 'Symbiosis'

Artistic Endeavor
Senior art student David Blondell explains his painting, Nerma, to Kelly Kigg Blondell is one of three BFA seniors
displaying various types of act work in the Giles Gallery of the Campbell Building. The exhibit opened last Monday
and will remain on display through April 16. (Photo by Alan Wheeler)
on the space shuttle and space
travel. The bold wash representations of the spacecrafts combined
with the overlay of the print on the
image make these two examples
visually exciting.
"I like these primarily because the
image of the shuttle over the earth
is so dynamic" said Blondell. "The
diagonals work well in this
composition."
One of his more exciting drawings
is titled Start Me Up. Being a fan
of the Rolling Stones and their lead
singer Mick Jagger, Blondell chose
J agger as the subject for this
drawing. It is done in a bold
crosshatching style.
"I feel this piece is dynamic in
that his (Jagger's) presence is forced
Upon the viewer," Blondell stated.
"I think he is a powerful image to
begin with. I enjoy the boldness of
the original concept and I strive to
reproduce it in my style of
representation.
When asked what his future plans
are, Blondell replied, "I would like
to get a job as a professional
designer, hopefully in Florida."
Jon Nicholas, majoring in
painting and minoring in sculpture,
has oil paintings, sculpture and
etchings on exhibit. His style is
both dynamic and exciting, not to
mention unique.
"When I paint." Nicholas continued. "I look at the painting as
being mine and I m free to express

Arts
myself as I want to. Freedom of
expression and style gives me the
ability to excite the viewer's visual
senses in various ways."
A painting which exemplifies this
freedom of expression is titled Baroque Encounter. "This painting
stems from images from classical
and famous art," he said. "Some of
it came from my sketches and
doodles. It's conveying a mood that
I
really
enjoy-pure,
rich
excitement."
What forms or what type of
theme does he use in his sculpture?
"My most recent pieces axe dealing with organic imagery; sides of
beef, birthday cakes, torn flesh and
dripping plaster," said Nicholas. He
also added that he likes to keep the
viewer "wondering" about his style
and meaning in all his works.
After graduation, Nicholas said
he plans to "get married and continue painting." He plans to keep
bis work and his art going strong
and to continue to exhibit whenever
he can.
This semester's exhibit holds a

Georges Birenbaum, M.D.

great deal of variety in types of
works, media and visual expression.
The exhibit will be in the Giles
Gallery of the Campbell Building
and will be open from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. weekdays. The works will be on
display through April 15.

By Beth Wilson
Arts editor
Play writing and directing don't
usually go hand in hand. Senior
Trish Salerno, however, has
combined these two talents to put
her own one-act play. Symbiosis, on
stage tonight and tomorrow at 7:30
p.m. in the Pearl Buchanan Theater
Symbiosis centers around four
college friends and the deteriorating
relationship of two of them. The
word symbiosis' refers to a type of
relationship and the meaning is
explained during the course of the
play.
The theater arts and broadcasting
major said she wrote the play based
on her own life, her own experiences
and the experiences of friends.
Symbiosis was written last spring
in a creative writing course. This
semester. Salerno said she wanted
to take the advanced directing
course offered in the theater
department.
The advanced directing course is
an independent studies program in
play direction. "Usually only a couple of people a year are involved."
said Salerno.
When Salerno received permission
to take the course and direct a oneact, she asked the department's
chairman. Dr. Richard Benson, to
agree to allow her to use her own
play. •

Tracy Remley. Lynn Henrickson,
Jane Begley and Carol Ann Cornett
are the main characters In
Symbiosis.
Salerno said she has never
directed plays before, only scenes
and "Symbiosis has been a good
experience."
"It's hard sometimes to watch it.
to be removed and objective; but,
it's very exciting, too." she said. "I
would do it all over again. I don't
know if someone else would understand my play the way I do."
Also, being performed tonight
and Friday is The Dutchmart,
directed by senior theater arts
major Delbert Browne, who is also
receiving credit for the advanced
directing course.
The play, written by Lei Roi
Jones, takes place on a New York
subway in 1966. According to
Salerno, it revolves around a female
psychopathic killer, played by
Monique Fortna, who overtakes a
black man. played by Jeff Gaye. on
the subway.
"It's a powerful show, unlike
anything ever seen around here."
said Salerno.
Along with Salerno and Browne,
senior theater arts major David
Balthrop is also receiving credit for
the advanced directing course as a
technical director for both Symbiosis and The Dutchman.

Focus on the arts
Music
The university's Concert Band
under the direction of David
Priester and the Symphonic Band,
directed by Dr. Robert Hartwell.
will present an evening c* ■
—t
music tonight at 8:30 in the orock
Auditorium. The concert is free and
open to the public.
Rich Illman. of the university's
music department, will present a
faculty recital, tomorrow at 8:30
p.m. in the Brock Auditorium. Admission is free and open to the
public.
A workshop on the life and music
of the late composer. John Jacob
Niles, will be held in the Foster
Music Building on Saturday, April
3. beginning at 9 a.m.

IN

The workshop will bring together
four people who knew Niles - Jacqueline Roberts, a university voice
teacher; Nancie Field, her accompaniest; Mrs. John Jacob Niles and
her son, John Edward Niles. director of the Northern V irginia Opera
Company.
These people will be available to
answer questions about Niles' life
and his music. A documentary film
will be shown at 10 a.m.

Saturday.
As a fine arts radio station that
features cultural activities in central
Kentucky. WEKU-FM has invited
members from about 20 different
organizations to join WEKU-FM
staff members live in the studio to
celebrate the arts and share their
support of WEKU-FM.

The Richmond Choral Society is
sponsoring a "Benefit for the Arts"
sale in Heck's parking area. Saturday. April 3. beginning at 9 a.m.
WEKU-FM, Central Kentucky's
public radio station, will feature the
fine arts of the Bluegrass during
"Prelude '82: Hats Off to Fine
Arts!" today, tomorrow and

Did you know
...that the two favorite
plays
among
amateur
dramatic groups in the United
States are currently. Ah.
Wilderness.' by Eugene
O'Neill, and Barefoot in the
Park by Neil Simon.
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Sports
Colonels on
streak; win
four straight
By Lorraine Leveronne
Staff writer

The Colonel baseball team had a
busy schedule following their return
from Florida.
With four games in one week, all
being double-headers, the 'Lumber
Company' had their work cut out for
them.
On Wednesday, March 24, the
team travelled to Louisville to battle the Knights from Bellarmine
College.
In the first game with Bellarmine.
the Colonels fell behind in the first
inning 2-3.
But after the third inning of play,
the Colonels never looked back as
they went on to score five runs in
that inning.
The Maroons didn't stop there as
they scored at least one in all of the
remaing innings and held Bellarmine to one run in the seventh
frame.
The first game ended with a 13-4
score.
The second game with the
Knights went about the same.
It was the Colonels' pressure

1

A V &

North Carolina then topped
Georgetown in the final. Louisiana
•Tech won the women's crown.

CLASSIFIEDS
^RECORDSMITH-Buys used rock
:
albums in |ood condition. 623-3058
BAKE SALE-April 3. 9a.m.- 3p.m..
Christ
Episcopal
Church
(Undercroft!
INSTANT CASH! No credit check.
No delay. Just leave article: dia. mon<l. T.V., Guitar. Gun. Class
' Ring. etc. as security on loan. Pick
■ it up when loan is repaid. Johnson
Pawn & Diamond Exchange, 717
Big Hill Ave. (Next to Druthers in
Richmond) 623-4535
; TOP PRICE PAID FOR GOLD!
SERVICES
BALLGAME- AKA vs. Richmond
Oirls on April 4. 1982 at 6:00 p.m.
at the Telford Center. $1.00 for
adults and .50' for children at the
door. Sponsored by the Black Stars
of Richmond, ky.
IMMIGRATION CONSULTANT:
DANN Y L. OWENS is available to
practice Immigration & Nationality
Law. Suite 601. Legal Arts
Building. 200 South Seventh Street.
Louisville. KY. 40202. (5021
585-3084.

defense that held the Knights to
their lone run in the first inning.
The Colonels, however, went to
work to score 13 runs for a 13-1
victory.
With a total of six homeruns and
26 runs in two games, the Colonels
proved their prowess with the bat.
Scoring the homeruns were.
Richie Brooks. Mike Woehler. Mike
Strong. Jim Scanlon and Tim
Hofstetter with one in each game.
Two days later, the Bearcats of
the University of Cincinnati fell as
the next Colonel victim to the
Maroons by scores of 22-2 and 18-2.
Last Sunday, the Colonels hosted
the Cardinals from the University of
Louisville.
Trailing 2-3 in the first game, the
Colonels tallied four runs in the bottom of sixth inning to pull out the
victory.
In the second game, the Colonels
were down 1-0 going into the bottom
of the sixth inning.
Strong then put an end to that as
he belted a grand-slam homerun.
The final score was 3-1.

CLIMBING & RAPPELLING INSTRUCTION Guided Climbs-All
levels RIVENDELL MOUNTAIN
. ADVENTURES 606-272-1659
j Before 4 p.m.
EMPLOYMENT
" Summer and/or winter jobs at lake
- and ski resort. Free living quarters
-and good pay for men and women.
• Long hours, but you can earn up to
- 82.500 per quarter and save most of
lit. Waterskills, first aid ceritications
' helpful, but not required for summer
applications. Write immediately
with full details about yourself.
Brandywine Ski and Summer
Resort. Box 343. Northfeild. OH
44067.
Need ride to Oklahoma Easter
Break. Call Paula Leppo at D96.

CONGLETON
TV & RADIO
Corner of Bond St.
and Boggs Lane
Next to the
Health Dept.
Phone 623-3232
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This week we are going to start
baseball. There will be some college
but mostly you will get to pick from
professional games.
Your entries need to be in tomorrow by 4:30 p.m.
This week's picks are: Eastern
over Akron twice Saturday. Cincinnati over Chicago on Monday.
The tiebreaker will be the amount
of hits accumulated by the Colonels,
as a team, in the first game of the
Akron doubleheader.
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"Hey, batter!"
Jeff Lekamp of "The Lumber Company" looks at a pitch during a recent doubleheader with Cincinnati University. The Colonels defeated the Bearcats by scores of 22-2 and 18-2. The Colonels face Youngstown State today
at 1 p.m. at Turkey Hughes Field. (Photo by Robbie Miracle)

Women lose two straight
By Jacquie Powell
Staff writer
It certainly was not the ideal
spring weather for tennis as the
Lady Colonels battled freezing
temperatures with a biting wind and
ice as they suffered a 6-3 loss to
Western Michigan University in
Oxford. Ohio.
Because of an injury to normal
number one player Joy Rupert,
Kristi Spagenberg moved into the
top spot as the entire lineup moved
up a notch.
At the number one position,
Spagenberg fought hard as she served deep serves and rushed the net
but fell to Sue Weigand in a 6-1.6-2
decision.
Paula Castoro. number two for

f*

PLASMA
DONORS
earn as
much as
$

7000 A MONTH
while helping others

the Colonels, mixed her shots well the first set to Janet Ray 6-2 but
to keep her opponent on the run, but quickly revised her strategy to capNancy Martin refused to yield as ture the second set 6-2.
she won the match 6-3. 6-3.
Watson fell behind Ray 6-2 in the
Number three for the Colonels. third set but fought back to tie the
Mendy Penn. lost a close first set 7-5 score at 5-all. Ray then captured the
to Lynne Schendel but stormed next two games for the win.
ahead to seize the second set 6-4
At the number six position Jacwith deep crosscourt ground quie Powell lost the first set 6-1. She
strokes. Schendel stayed with her as then lost the last set in a close decithe third set reached a tiebreaker at sion of 7-5.
6-6. but Perm's experience proved
In the doubles competition, the
the best as she won the tiebreaker number one team for the Colonels of
Spangenberg and Penn fell to the
7-3.
At the number four position, taam of Weigand and Martin in a
Susan Wilson of the Colonels crush- 6-0. 6-1 decision.
ed her opponent with powerful
At the number two position,
ground strokes as she won 6-3, 6-0 Castoro and Watson controlled their
over Julie Hawthorne.
opponents and the court as they
Fran Watson, number five, lost took victories of 7-6 and (H

The university rifle team finished
third overall at the NCAA Championship shootoff held at Virginia
Military Institute at Lexington.
Virginia this past weekend.
Daniel Durben, a three-time AllAmerican, finished sixth in the
smallbore competition with a score
of 1162. He was followed by senior
Karon Long with a 1155 score.
Other scores in the smallbore was
Mark Bender 1147, Ronald Wigger
1134. Mike Bender 1132 and
Kimberly Floer with 1127.
In the air rifle event, Floer led the
maroon shooters with a score of 382.
Long's score of 376 followed. Terry
Sievert had a 372, Mark Bender and
Ana Hagrefe had scores of 370.
Durben had 368.
The team event took place all day
Saturday with five teams in a
shoulder to shoulder shoot-out.
In small bore competition the
shooters finished with a new school
record of 4622.
The leading shooter for Eastern
was Long with a score of 1165.
Durban's 1164 was next. Mike
Bender and Mark Bender followed
with scores of 1148 and 1146.
In air rifle, Eastern finished
fourth with 1606.

Harriers sustain

This weekend the women's track
team traveled to Georgia for their
first outdoor track meet. It was a
non-scoring meet.
Good performances were turned
in by Iris Amos who placed third in
the 100 and 400 meter dashes.
•In general." said Head Coach
Sandra Martin, "they have the endurance and the fitness, now
everyone needs to work on leg
speed."
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Whip Wilson
The overall winner this week was
Donn Johnson. Johnson tied with
Steve Pigg but came out the winner
in the tiebreaker.
The results were Laurel County
winning the high school boys tournament. North Carolina beating
Houston and Georgetown beating
Louisville.

Riflers
finish
third
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CLASSES CANCELLED
NEXT WEEK
April fools

omyoneoftheseoens
is thin enough,
todrawtheHnebelow.
The latest* greatest
electronic games in town!
MONDAY-FRIDAY
From noon till 4 p.m.

Itsthe extra-fine rolling ball of Pilots twartabte new Prectee Ball Uner
Pen. (If you haven't guessed which one it is. look at the top photo again.
It's the trim beauty on the bottom left)
But unlike the others, the real beauty of Pilots Precise Ball Uner Is
the extra-flnejnt it puts on paper. It glides smoothly across the page
becSttrKnoajr. carWdeballTs held securely v^n a rajedkHike
stainless steel collar. A collar that makes the Precise Ball Uner the most
durable, trouble-free rolling ball pen you can buy.
It's letter-writer's joy. An artists dream.
A scribblers delight
_ _ .
B more fine point I

Everyone receives 6 tokens

fortt
OFFER Expires April 9
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Track star aims
for nationals
By ASM Bosd
Staff writer
Someone that has fivs or six pairs
of running shoes lined up in front of
her closet doesn't just like to run;
she REALLY, likes to run.
That
someone
is
Maria
Paearentzos.
A sophomore from Springfield,
Ohio, Pazarentzoa has been running
since she was a freshman in high
school.
"I've always played all sports,
tennis and basketball," ssid
Pazarentzoa. "Someone told me to
go out for the team one time and I
did."
Even before coming to the
university she showed her talents in
track.
"I .wss state champion of Ohio in
the 800 meter run and our relay won
the state." said Pazarentzos.
She wss also s high school
All-American.
An average day for Pazarentzos
consists of getting up st 7:15 in the
morning and running about four
miles, going to classes and then going back to track practice in the
afternoon.
The dark-haired public relations
major still finds time for her
clssswork.
v
"It (practice) takes up a lot of
time. You just have to learn to
budget
your
time,"
said
Pazarentzos.
Last year in Ohio Valley Con-

Time Out

ference action, Pazarentzos was second in the 1,500 and 3,000 meters.
She also finished third in the 800.
This year Pazarentzos has set
some definite goals for herself.
"I want to make it to nationals
this year," she said.
Pazarentzos has a couple of what
she might call idols. One of them is
Mary Decker of Athletic West
Track Club. "She's s great runner.
She's got drive. When I watch her
on T.V. I get psyched," she said.
The other person is s former
university track star. She is Sue
Schaefer.
Schaefer set several records when
running for the university's track
team. Pazarentzos said thst
Schaefer has had the most influence
on her since she's been at the
university.
Pazarentzos ssid thst being on
the track team allows her to travel
and meet a lot of people.
In her spare time Pazarentzos
ssid she enjoys other things.
"I'm an outdoors person." she
said. "I like playing tennis. I like going out and riding bikes."
Even though running is a lonely
sport, Pazarentzos has the drive
thst keeps her going.
"Sometimes I am so tired I just
think about getting back," said
Pazarentzos. "There's always someone better than you. I just think
about that'"

The university's men's track team
literally ran away with all the events
in their latest meet against Marshall
University last Saturday by a score
of 104 to Marshall's 32.
The men clearly dominated what
was their first home meet capturing
wins for all but one event.
The 5,000 meters wss the only
event captured by Marshall
University.
The field events thst started on
thst chilly Saturday at 12:30 p.m.

Dave Holt took first in the pole
vaulting with a leap of 14 feet. Mark
Hayes took first in the shot put with
a put of 49 feet and 9 inches.
Kenny Wilson and Laird McClean
both finished first in the high jump
with jumps of 6 feet 8 inches.
The discus event wss won by
Dsve Perkins when he hurled a toss
of 152 feet.
In the running events thst followed, the 4x100 meter relay team took
first in a time of 42.9.
The 100-yard dash was captured
by Vince Scott with a time of 10.7
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Whoaaaa!
Mark Hayes, s freshman from Lexington Bryan Station, prepares for his
discus toss during last weekend's track meet. The Colonels defeated Marshall University 104-32. Hayes had a toss of 123 feet and 4 inches. The
tracksters will travel to Lexington Saturday. (Photo by Alan Wheeler)

The 800-meter run was won by
Ronny King at 1:56.7 and Johnny
Roberts won the 400-meter hurdles
with a time of 56.5 seconds.
The 4x400 meter relay was won
by the team of Roberts, Mike Allen.
King and Gilchrist with a finishing
time of 3:24.3.
Vince Scott leaped to a winning
jump of 23 feet 9 inches in the long
jump.
Sam Bailey won the 110-meter
hurdles with a time 14.39. Mike Bar-

TOWNE CINEMA

nard was next at 14.0.
The triple-jump was won by Rick
Estes with a leap of 46 feet 9 inches.
Charles Canda was next with a leap
of 45 feet 8 inches. Larry White, Jeff
Schultz and Tim Crumble were next.
The only Marshall victory was in
the 5,000-meter dash. Dave Henry
won in a time of 15:06.8. Mike
Dodge was second in a time of 15:07.
The tracksters will now travel to
Lexington for a meet with UK, Ohio
State, Cincinnati and Miami. Ohio.

The game started with both
teams going out in order. I thought.
"Hey this isn't so tough." Little did
I know.
The women started hitting my
pitching rather soundly. They
scored two runs in the fourth inning to go in front 2-1.
I wasn't scared as my trusted
team came back to score five runs
in the next two innings to lead 5-4
going in to the bottom of the sixth.
This is where I need our absent
bullpen. The girls played long ball
and quickly filled the bases with only one out.
*
Sharon Roper then hit a shot up
the middle which score two. Denise
Buban got a hit also which loaded
the bases again. This brought to
bat Boomer. Her real name is Rita
Stone.
Stone hit one over our outfielders
head in the air. Neeedless to say.

DELIVERY

FAST FREE
623-8884

MAM ST.

Ji
she cleared the bases. She was later
brought in and the women had a
first game win of 10-5.
The second game however was a
different story as the all-stars were
victorious 12-1.
In this game Tammy Hodge suffered the loss on the mound. The
women's defense seemed a little
shaky but we didn't mind.
As a team who never praticed
together, the all-stars did all right.
Ellis and Park led the team with
days of 7 for 9 at the plate.
It seemed like the women all went
9 for 9.
Buban commented after the
game. "I had a lot of fun. I thought
we played well."
I was personally impressed with
the team. Rollins has put together
a good strong team.
He has some good pitching and
some powerful hitting.
If these games were any indication of how the team will play this
season, you can bet that they will
be good. It will be interesting to
watch them.
The all-stars are waiting for
another game with the club. Since
we split two games, we will have to
play another one to decide who is
the best.
The Colonel golf team will be
hosting their annual Colonel Classic
all this weekend at Arlington.
Some of the top golf team in the
nation will be there. It starts tomorrow morning.

Since everyone and his uncle is
picking an All-America team I
thought I would.
My team is Ralph Sampson!
James Worthy. Quintin Dailey
from San Francisco. Rob Williams
from Houston and Dominque
Wilkins from Georgia.

CAMPUS
C4>nefna&

STARTS FRI.
SHOWTIMES 7:00 I 9:00
The Army is doing it
to him in the daytime.
HLs wife isn't doing it
to him at night.
And his girlfriend
charges him by the hour.
Richard Pryor keeps
getting caught
with his pants down.

/

Scott Wilson
—,

It was a war.
The university's women's softball
club had accepted a challenge by
the city-renowned Media All-Stars
team.
The head coach of the women's
team was Irish Rollins. Rollins had
brought in his best players and the
game was ready to begin.
Playing for the all-stars was
WEKY disc-jockey Rob Ellis. At
second base was Sports Information Director Karl Park. At short
stop was Public Information
employee Jack Frost. At third was
stats crew worker Dale Ellis. The
catcher was Milestone advisor
Larry Bailey.
In the outfield was two other
Public Information workers Doug
and Neal. The final outfielder was
WEKY News and Sports Director
Greg Stotelmyer. Yours truly was
pitching. Our substitute was Will
Mansfield.

Tracksters defeat Marshall 104-32
By Tun Thomaberry
Staff writer

It was
a war
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Unhwraity Shopping Canter
633 OMS

MATINS
SUNDAY
$1.50-1:15
$2.50 - 3:00

SPECIAL
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Budget may
end tutoring

bill initiated

By Michael A. Barnard
Staff writer
Although it isn't official, due to
federal budget cuts Student Special
Services (University Building,
Room 1 and 5) might be forced to
shut down.
Unlike the Department of Learning Skills which is university funded, the Department of Student
Special Services is federally funded.
The Reagan administration has
made it clear that higher education
would lose a substantial amount of
federal funds once the budget cuts
take effect.
The university, along with other
universities in the country.has been
forced to cut back on programs and
services that might otherwise have
been offered.
Through a federal grant from the
U.S. Department of Education the
Student Special Services was begun
to help university students overcome disadvantages that might interfere with their academic learning.
Here at the university, the department has been in existence for seven
years. Through tutoring and
counseling, students can get help in
just about any field they desire.
According to Jacki Maki, a
counselor for Student Special Services."Students who find it hard to
cope with the demands of college
might find it even harder to deal
with them unless they got the proper tutoring and guidance that the
department provides."

Currently, the university has approximately 90-120 students in the
program.
Each student in the program
receives tutoring one on one rather
than in groups, this allows students
to get more acquainted with their
tutors and perhaps get a better
understanding of what is expected
of them in college, said Maki.
Primarily students in the program
receive instruction in managing
their study habits, developing efficient study techniques, help in
understanding course content and
most important students get
assistance in managing their day to
day schedule.
Because of overcrowding only
those students who need help the
most are admitted, although anyone
rarely is turned away who needs
help, according to Maki. Students
are selected by the staff members in
the department Of Student Special
Services.
The program was originally
designed to help students who
represent the first generation in
their family to pursue a four-year
degree, or those students who have
an academic or economic need that
might put them at a disadvantage
in their efforts to succeed at the
university.

Guitar style

Faculty members who know the
good coming out of the program are
reluctant to
to see
see n
it go
reiuciam
go.

Rob Cook entertains during intermission at a fashion show. The fashion
show was put on by a textiles, clothing and fashion class in the Keen
Johnson Building. (Photo by Steve Walters)
f-% ■ |"« T

(Continued from Page 1)
added. "(Jan you measure education
in this quantitative studies?"
Dr. Norris MacKinnon. Spanish
instructor, said "It costs virtually
nothing for the M.A. program."
The present review is concerned
with major programs and not
looking at what contributes to
general education, Langenbruch
said.
Accountability
and
cost
effectiveness have been major concerns of CHE, the state and universities, because of the budget crunch.
MacKinnon said sometimes small
costs such as an added page to the
catalog will be"used as an example
of EKU tightening its belt."
MacKinnon cited cutting of the
low budgeted gynmanstics and
cross country sports programs as a

way the university practiced "cost
effectiveness."
In the last five years the foreign
languages department has doubled
their enrollment, according to information compiled by the Academic
Computing Enrollment. The enrollment for spring 1982 semester is
865. There are 12 full-time faculty
members.
MacKinnon. Langenbruch and
Carter said they anticipate a rising
interest in foreign languages. They
said they think public schools will
emphasize foreign languages
studies more and therefore, "it
wouldn't be a good time to cut
foreign languages now," MacKinnon said.
Besides rising interest, a draft
report reviewing the French programs which will be similar to other

Programs examined internaiiy
review reports, by Langenbruch.
cited the program value the French
department offers. "Career enhancement, improved international
understanding and personal
enrichment. "
Accounting for the program's prospects and potential, Langenbruch
said in part in the report that,
"However, our real future is in the
double major with other fields or in
interdisciplinary courses. . .Increasing public demand will, we trust, encourage'the development of interdisciplinary programs with double
majors in languages and in another
field.
MacKinnon said thatcontinuous
dealings with foreign countries are
becoming important (i.e. Portuguese), but few state universities

offer foreign languages programs.
Thus, cutting programs might hurt
other offerings from universities.
The 1979 Report of the President's
Commission on Foreign Language
and International Studies states,
"In the last few years 10.000 jobs
were lost to foreign nationals
because Americans cannot speak
languages."
New courses have been added to
the department and are especially
designed for the new and widening
role of foreign languages and in combination with career fields such as
business, communications, etc.
"We consider ourselves one of the
core programs of the university,"
MacKinnon said.
"We're not an expensive department," Carter said.

By Markka Shelburae
Editor
A bill to initiate birth control services on campus was introduced in
the Student Senate Tuesday night.
The bill, sponsored by Senator
Doug Holmes and Kathy Tarter,
calls for the availability of "birth
control information, devices, and
counciling (sic) to the Eastern Campus Community."
The bill also states that Dr. Fred
Gibbs, director of Student Health
Services,' feels there is a legitimate
need for birth control information,
distribution, and counciling (sic) at
the infirmary."
Senator Holmes reminded the
students that the only birth control
service available to them is the
Mountain Maternal Clinic located in
Berea or the Madison County
Health Clinic. Holmes added that
the Madison County clinic was set
up and is paid for by Madison County residents for the use by Madison
County residents and that most
students are from out of county or
out of state and are using the services for the county residents.
Holmes also reported that the advocates of the service hope that it
will be instigated without charge to
students. He added that if a charge
is made it will be in line with the
other two local agencies.
The bill was placed on the agenda for next week's senate meeting
and so will come up for a vote
Tuesday.
The senate also approved a resolution that asks for lighting to be installed on one intramural field by
the fall semester.
The bill, also sponsored by Doug
Holmes along with Terri Dimond.
states that the Senate "strongly
supports the proposal to light the in-

tramural fields, and furthermore requests thai installation be enacted
over the summer months to ensure
completion by or before Fall
semester of 1982.
According to Holmes, the
measure has been backed by the Interfratemity Council for some time
and some individual groups have offered U> fund the project but thst
such funding has been rejected
because it would give certain groups
preference in scheduling the fields.

Model
funding
altered
(Continued from Page 1)
merits of the program. Powell said
that keeping Model open would save
Kentucky taxpayers SI00.000 a
year in transportation costs since
there would be no need to bus the
children to other schools in the area.
Board member Phil Herald said
that Madison County could absorb
the Model students into its system
if need be. with a yearly transportation cost of $35,000. However,
Herald proposed that the Madison
County School system lease Model
School to the university, keeping
the school inherently the same but
subject to the same restrictions and
benefits as any other school in the
system.
No vote wss taken on that proposal. Instead, the board moved to
meet later to discuss the proposals
it will make to the Board of
Rem»ntn.

Editors needed
Applications are now available for
all editorial and advertising positions on the The Eastern Progress
for the coming year.
Applications may be obtained
from the Progress office, Wallace
348, any week day between 8 a.m.
and 4:30 p.m. Applications must be
returned by Friday, April 16. Announcements of the new editors and
advertising personnel will be made
finals week.
Applications are available for
editor-in-chief, managing editor.

news editor, features editor, arts
editor, organizations editor, sports
editor, photo editor, advertising
director, circulation'manager and ad
sales personnel.
Any full-time student is eligible to
apply. One need not be a communications major but experience
and ability in the field will be a
deciding factor in the selection.
For more information consult
Markita Shelburne, editor or
Marilyn Bailey, adviser.
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